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Sitka ambaSSador Cameron FoSS putting the quiCk drying CapabilitieS oF hiS aSCent pantS to good uSe on 
hiS northweSt territorieS dall Sheep hunt. photo: adam FoSS



  
ENvIRONmENT, WEATHER, TERRAIN.
our approach to performance hunting apparel is systemic. Constructing the 

most functional designs from the most technical performance fabrics and 

insulations, then combining them in various strategic combinations, Sitka 

systems can be matched to any hunting scenario regardless of exertion 

level, temperature, wind or precipitation.

OUR APPROACH:OUR APPROACH:

on the Cover:

Persistence paid off for Sitka’s Chris Awe in 2010.

From September to November; we often noted how “windy” it sounded coming 
from Chris’s office.  Thanks to increased cellular coverage; calculating how 
many days he logged with the elk in 2010 still remains a mystery.  
(Pictured) Chris schlepping the final load; culminating a great harvest, and 
another great season in the woods. 

Photo: Gage Photography  |  www.gagephoto.com
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ELEmENTS
RAIN / WIND

OUTER LAYER

mID LAYER

bASE LAYER

mOISTURE
HEAT

THE SITKA SYSTEm
layering “101”

>

why LAyER?
The concept of layering originated in the mountain athlete worlds of climb-
ing, backpacking and skiing. Its purpose is to maintain a steady micro-climate 
based on activity level and varying weather conditions. It is the ideal concept 
for hunters who are exposed from chilly pre-dawn hours through well after 
sundown. There will be times of high exertion during hiking and climbing. 
There will be moments of absolute stillness during glassing, on stand, or in 
the final stages of the stalk. Rain or snow is a possibility. Wind is a probability. 
Temperature fluctuations of up to 50 degrees can occur as fronts pass during 
a single day of hunting.

BASE LAyER
Pulls moisture away from your skin to keep you dry. 

MID LAyER
Insulation layer used to trap  warm air and keep you warm.  

OUTER LAyER
Protective layer used to repel wind and moisture to aid in keeping  
you warm and dry. 

exertion

mICRO-CLImATE CONTROL
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> THE ONLY CONSTANT IS CHANGE.
Sitka Athlete Tom Foss utilized every element 
of his Sitka system on his Northwest Territories 
mountain caribou/dall sheep hunt. Clearly, in 
accessing this terrain, his exertion level was 
maxed out. His Core and Traverse layers pull 
double duty — wicking sweat quickly away 
from his skin, keeping him dry so when he 
hunkered down behind his spotting scope and 
his exertion level plummeted, he wasn’t chilled. 
Tom’s packable Kelvin Jacket with PrimaLoft® 
insulation helps maintain the warmth his body 
needs as he becomes static. Then to address 
the blustery conditions, his Stormfront Jacket 
acts as that final layer to help protect and 
manage the micro-climate he has now created 
to keep him comfortable, dry, and warm.

Core zip-t

Core bottom

traverSe zip-t

aSCent pant

JetStream beanie

JetStream JaCket

StormFront JaCket

StormFront pant

ExAmPLE Of A SITKA SYSTEm

>
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PREDATOR OR PREy?
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. 
(inventors of GORE-TEX® fabric) 
are at the forefront of concealment 
technology with their new GORE™ 
OPTIFADE™ Concealment family of 
patterns. 

Until now, modern camouflage 
patterns have been designed to 
perform in retail environments and 
look good to humans. Instead of 
using humans as the ultimate test, 
Gore assembled the world’s lead-
ing experts in animal vision and 
concealment technology. Using 
sophisticated testing, concealment 
was looked at through the eyes of 
prey and designed to avoid their 
detection. 

Prey animals scan their world 
quickly looking for threats in the 
form of anomalies in the fractal  
array. As long as none are 
detected, no threat is perceived 
and they are not alarmed. 

TECHNOLOGY
concealment science

fOREST
The longer you are in your stand, the better your chance of success. This is a generally 
accepted truth. We like truths. The Forest Line is anchored by the core layering system 
that Sitka was founded on. We then add key outerwear pieces that shift the balance 
towards R-values and quietness. This is done by increasing loft, without adding weight, 
brushing face fabrics to add quietness, and eliminating unnecessary features that 
add noise. We then pattern pieces to fit close to the body, making long, extended sits 
bearable. Coupled with the new GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Forest, that takes into 
account the distance and extreme angles of engagement and the vertical environment, 
you have a deadly duo. This is how we define Forest.

>

OPEN COUNTRY
Open country pursuits...extended engagement ranges, generally moderate to higher 
activity levels with periods of motionlessness. Glassing open bowls, tiptoeing through 
aspen groves, battling scree fields, and generally covering miles at a time. Sitka’s line 
of Open Country products are designed with weight, activity level, and quickly changing 
weather conditions in mind. The foundation of this line up revolves around moisture 
management, keeping you comfortable and active. Layers are chosen to accommodate 
forecasted conditions in addition to the unknown. 

Face fabrics are focused on weight or durability with smooth woven faces that can 
dry quickly in the case of rain, and the expected overnighter in a tent. Packabilty and 
durability are stressed. GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Open Country is optimized for 
engagement ranges of 35 meters or more, mountain or open environments, and stalking 
prey with minimal coverage. This is how we define Open Country.

>



At 35 meters and beyond, macro-pattern is key. Combined with a horizontal disruption configuration, 
GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Open Country is optimized for western-type hunting.

At close engagement ranges micro-pattern becomes more important. A vertical/radial disruption makes 
GORE™ OPTIFADE™ Concealment Forest ideal for treestand hunting. GORE™ OPTIFADE™ cOncEAlmEnT FOREsT PATTERn As sEEn ThROuGh ThE EyEs OF A whITETAIl DEER

GORE™ OPTIFADE™ cOncEAlmEnT OPEn cOunTRy PATTERn As sEEn ThROuGh ThE EyEs OF A mulE DEER
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NEW CORE bOTTOm
The Core Series bottoms can be effectively 
worn under any of our pants or bibs, and 
were created to help reduce odor, provide 
warmth, and keep you dry. The Core 
Bottoms are designed to ensure a full range 
of motion while virtually adding no extra 
bulk.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10013

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $69

CORE CREW
The Core Crew is built to wick moisture 
off the surface of your skin to keep 
you comfortable through a variety of 
hunting applications. With scent control 
in mind, the Core fabric incorporates 
silver encapsulated technology to help 
reduce odor causing bacteria. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Flat lock seam construction 
• Available in short or long sleeve

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

LONG SLEEvE STYLE: 10012

SHORT SLEEvE STYLE: 10006

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL 

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL 

RETAIL CAmO: LS-$79   SS-$49 

RETAIL SOLID: LS-$69    SS-$45

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
Base layer

CORE zIP-T
The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin 
layer designed to literally pull moisture 
off the surface of your skin. This 
enables you to remain comfortable over 
a wide range of conditions and exertion 
levels. The Core fabric also utilizes 
silver encapsulated technology that 
helps reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10011

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $89

RETAIL SOLID: $79

ESSEnTIAL fOR Any hUnT  
(why SITKA BASE LAyERS?)

The moisture wicking ability and 
comfort of our 4-way stretch Core 
Series base layers provide an 
unparalleled next-to-skin wearing 
experience. Essential for any hunt, 
these lightweight garments are 
designed to literally pull moisture 
off the surface of your skin; 
keeping you dry from the inside 
out. When you are dry, you will stay 
cool when its hot and warm when 
its not. To minimize the stench of 
game spooking Body Odor, the Core 
Series utilizes silver encapsulated 
technology that reduces odor-
causing bacteria by killing it on 
contact. 

CORE bOxERS
Intended as a mechanism to draw 
moisture away from the body, the Core 
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and 
discomfort by utilizing the same the 
fabric as the Core Series.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology   

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester 

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10014

SIZES: m-XXL 

RETAIL: $35
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OPEN COUNTRY LINE
merino Base layers

why SITKA’S MERInO wOOL?

Merino wool has long been 
recognized as a superior high 
performance fabric; excellent 
at regulating body temperature, 
wicking moisture away from the 
skin, and retaining warmth even 
when wet.

Not all Merino is the same. Fiber 
processing, textile manufacture 
techniques, construction and fit 
impact wool quality.

Sitka’s Merino wool comes from 
growers with sustainable and 
holistic production values. Our 
manufacturing facility is a key 
supplier for many prominent and 
discerning athletic wear makers. 
Sitka’s Merino wool is circular 
knit. It comes off the machine in a 
tube. We turn the face inside prior 
to dyeing. This results in less face 
abrasion, better pilling perfor-
mance and increased durability.

At every stage, our wool is subject 
to exacting methods, standards, 
and practices to ensure the highest 
quality. As a result, Sitka’s Merino 
wool is the best on the market.

NEW

NEW

mERINO CORE bOTTOm
With the same benefits as the Merino 
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make a 
perfect base layer from a snowy grind 
in the Rockies to a frigid Midwest stand.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10010

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $119

mERINO CORE zIP-T
Sharing the same features as the Core 
Zip-T, but with a higher heat-to-weight 
ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T will 
regulate your body temperature, move 
moisture away from your skin and is 
naturally odor resistant.

KEy FEATURES: 
•Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit  

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10008

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $129

RETAIL SOLID: $119
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NEWTRAvERSE zIP-T
The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top 
that has insulating qualities, moves 
with you, and is treated with an 
antimicrobial bath to ward off odor 
causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• 4-way stretch 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS Open Country, Forest, Ash

STYLE: 10001

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $99

RETAIL SOLID: $89

TRAvERSE HOODY 
The Traverse Hoody incorporates a hood 
into the Traverse shirt for added head 
warmth during colder mornings and 
wind chilled evenings. Like the shirt, 
the Traverse Hoody also provides a full 
range of motion and odor resistance. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Form fitting hood 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Black 

STYLE: 10018

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $149

RETAIL SOLID: $139

TRAvERSE SERIES

This is your expedition weight com-
pliment to the Core Series.  
A wind resistant and durable face 
allow the Traverse Series to be 
worn in all technical situations, 
while the soft lined inside will 
hold in heat. The anti-microbial 
treatment on the fabric will provide 
protection for the lifetime of the 
garment against odor causing 
bacteria. 

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
mid layer

TRAvERSE bOTTOm 
The Traverse Series Bottoms are 
designed to be worn seamlessly under-
neath your outer layer pants for extra 
insulation while still providing a wide 
range of motion and odor resistance.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• 4-way stretch 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10002

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $79



Sitka SaleS manager, ron thomaS bearing down on a niCe billy in the Cabinet mountainS oF montana. photo: John meyer
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NEW

DynAMIC MOBILITy 

Our Stretch Woven line features 
lightweight, non-insulated outer-
wear solutions. Highly durable, 
with dynamic stretch, and inherent 
water resistant characteristics, the 
Ascent Jacket and Pant are perfect 
for early and mid-season forays 
into the wild. 

Stepping it up a notch, we have 
the Mountain Pant and the newly 
added Timberline Pant for those 
who take their adventures to the 
next level. Their tightly woven 
faces repel cling prone thistles and 
thorns, while their micro brushed 
backers provide for a comfortable 
next-to-skin-feel. Their enhanced 
four-way-stretch makes for 
incredible range-of-motion, with 
zero binding. While they are both 
extremely durable, the Timber-
line Pant’s double reinforced, 
waterproof/breathable knees and 
seat add another dimension of 
protection from the rigors of the 
mountains.

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
mobility layer ASCENT JACKET

Ultra breathable, durable, and unbind-
ing, the Ascent Jacket is designed for 
warm weather hunts or high output 
brush busting.

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4-way stretch 
• Athletic cut  
• Lightly brushed 
• Two hand pockets

TECHNOLOGY: High count stretch polyester weave,

Durable Water Repellent finish

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester stretch woven

COLORS: Open Country

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

STYLE: 50016

RETAIL: $169

ASCENT PANT
Engineered for early season, high 
exertion forays, the Ascent Pant offers 
maximum breathability, range of move-
ment, and exceptional durability.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• 4-way stretch  
• Easy access Cargo pocket 
• Lightly brushed

TECHNOLOGY: High count stretch polyester weave,

Durable Water Repellent finish

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester stretch woven

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

CAmO SIZES: Even sizes 30–44”, Tall 34–38”

STYLE: 50007

RETAIL: $149

mOUNTAIN PANT
Taking the Ascent Pant to the next level, 
the Mountain Pant incorporates addi-
tional features, aggressive patterning, 
and a more durable fabric. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• Removable knee pads  
• Low-profile belt system   
• Side cargo pockets

TECHNOLOGY: High count stretch polyester weave,

Durable Water Repellent finish, thermo-molded removable 

knee protection

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester stretch woven

COLORS: Open Country

SIZES: Even sizes 30–44”, Tall 34–38”

STYLE: 50025

RETAIL: $189

TImbERLINE PANT
With the sheep hunter specifically in 
mind, the Timberline Pant takes key 
characteristics of the Mountain Pant, 
and adds double reinforced, waterproof 
breathable knees and seat for extra 
protection. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• Removable knee pads 
• Waterproof/breathable seat and knees 
• Side cargo pockets

TECHNOLOGY: High count stretch polyester weave,

Durable Water Repellent finish, thermo-molded knee pads, 

Double reinforced waterproof/breathable nylon ripstop 

knees and seat

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester stretch woven

COLORS: Open Country

SIZES: Even sizes 30–44”, Tall 34–38”

STYLE: 50039

RETAIL: $229



EACH PIECE  
Of SITKA  
GEAR IS  
DESIGNED  
fOR A vERY 
SPECIfIC  
fUNCTION  
WITH   
fEATURES  
THAT ARE  
ENHANCED 
WHEN USED 
WITH THE  
ENTIRE   
SYSTEm.  

Sitka ambaSSador and “the hunting ChroniCleS” tv hoSt, kevin SpenSt, honing hiS kniFe 
between quarterS on a texaS aoudad. photo: kevin Sloan
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KELvIN vEST
Having drank from the same cup as the 
Kelvin Jacket, the Kelvin Vest 
is a layering solution for a 
number of applications. When 
the temperature starts to plummet, 
and you need a lightweight, packable, 
insulated vest; the Kelvin is it.   

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Packable 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30014

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $149

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
insulation layer

COLD wEAThER LAyERIng

Whether it’s a day in the woods, 
or a two-week backcountry epic, 
PrimaLoft® synthetic insulation is 
your go-to choice for warmth. Its 
lofted insulation is warm, highly 
wind resistant, packable, and light 
weight. Fleece has its place for 
early season layering, but that’s it.

The Kelvin Series can be layered 
underneath a hard or soft shell 
outerwear piece for insulation in 
compromised weather conditions 
or when battling tough vegetation 
or boulders. If glassing is the 
game, pull it on as an outer layer 
to lock in some heat on a  
windblown ridge.

• Thermally Efficient
• Superior Water Resistant
• Dries Faster than Down
• Breathable
• Wind Resistant

KELvIN JACKET
Worn as an outer layer or 
underneath a shell, the 
Kelvin Jacket is filled with 
Primaloft® Insulation and is 
designed to distance the atmospheric 
climate from your skin to allow you to 
stay toasty. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Packable 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30012

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $199

KELvIN PANT
This highly packable, 
Primaloft® insulated 
pant, protects your legs 
from the harsh cold of 
high-elevation peaks to frigid all-day 
treestand sits. Full side zips ventilate 
and make for quick on and off flexibility. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Full side zips  
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30013

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $169



Sitka ambaSSador andrew Crow wading through September Snow Somewhere in montana elk Country. photo: ChriS awe
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NEW
OPEN COUNTRY LINE
Weather resistance 90% JACKET

The 90% is for tough grinds, mellow 
breezes, and the need for speed. Built 
to work with you while powering up 
hills, the 90% Jacket is stitched from 
a durable, breathable 2-way stretch 
and DWR treated soft shell material. 
Designed for the active hunter, and 
sturdily supported by the innovative soft 
shell finish. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated elbows 
• Pit-zips 
• 2-way stretch 
• Micro fleece lining 
• Chest pockets

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell, Polyester face, embossed

brushed micro fleece backer

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Black, Burnt Orange, 

Charcoal

STYLE: 50003

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $249

RETAIL SOLID: $229
90% PANT
Tough and carefully lined with micro-
fleece to wick and ward off chill, the 
90% pants are an articulated soft shell 
pant for mid to late season hunts. With 
a foot in the same circle as the 90% 
Jacket, the 90% Pants are designed 
to be worn with (or without) layers 
underneath. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated knees  
• 2-way stretch  
• Zippered thigh pockets 
• Micro fleece lining

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester face, embossed

brushed micro fleece backer

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Woodsmoke

STYLE: 50004

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL Tall: m-XL

RETAIL CAmO: $229

RETAIL SOLID: $199

The goal of Sitka’s outerwear 
program is consistent...create 
products that protect you from the 
elements in specific situations. 
Our line-up addresses conditions 
that range from the coldest and 
windiest to the more sublime 
afternoon breeze. Understanding 
these ranges of conditions, drives 
products that utilize GORE-TEX® 
outerwear for the most extreme, 
WINDSTOPPER® jacket in milder 
conditions, and then lighter weight 
Soft Shells or stretch woven at the 
mildest end of the spectrum. As 
a hunter, you are empowered to 
dial in your outer layers, based on 
a solid foundation of next-to-skin 
and insulating pieces. 

CONTRAIL WINDSHIRT
The highly wind resistant Contrail 
Windshirt is designed with stitch-less/
welded seams and an extremely 
breathable fabric, making it so light-
weight you will not even realize you are 
wearing it. A perfect addition for when 
you don’t want to lug a bulky jacket 
around for wind protection.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Water resistant  
• Welded seams (stitch-less)  
• 4-way Stretch 
• Dual chest pockets

TECHNOLOGY: Polyurethane laminate 

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester knit face

COLORS: Open Country

CAmO SIZES: m-XXL

STYLE: 50037

RETAIL: $199
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OPEN COUNTRY LINE
Windproof

wInDPROOf OUTERwEAR

WINDSTOPPER® SOFT SHELL: 
The Jetstream series is built 
using WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 
to offer total windproofness with 
maximum breathability, combining 
the comfort of a soft mid-layer 
and the water resistance of a shell 
in one garment. WINDSTOPPER® 
Soft Shells keep you comfortable 
with the freedom of movement you 
need for enhanced performance 
in the widest range of hunting and 
weather conditions.

Outer shell

wInDsTOPPER® 
membrane

Inner layer

JETSTREAm vEST
The Jeststream Vest can 
be worn as an insulation 
layer, or a core outer 
piece, but is rewarded at 
the day’s end for the wind-stopping 
capacity of its WINDSTOPPER® 
fabric.  

KEy FEATURES: 
• Athletic fit 
• Chest and hand pockets 
• Micro grid backer

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell  

laminate, DWR 

FABRIC DETAILS: Softshell, Polyester knit face and 

polyester knit grid backer

COLORS: Open Country

STYLE: 30011

SIZES: m-3XL

RETAIL: $169

JETSTREAm JACKET
With strategic pockets, light 
micro fleece insulation, 
and the protection of a 
WINDSTOPPER® membrane, 
the Jetstream Jacket is a 
treat for glassing sheep on a wind-
blown ridge or stalking into a north 
wind.  

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated  
• Drop away hood 
• Pit-zips 
• Strategically located forearm pocket

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell laminate, DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Softshell, Polyester knit face and 

polyester knit grid backer

COLORS: Open Country

STYLE: 50032

SIZES: m-3XL

RETAIL: $329

Sitka athlete, mark SeaCat, relying on hiS trekking pole on hiS deSCent oF a CliFF in montana. photo: andrew Crow
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STORmfRONT JACKET
Our solution for extended 
wet weather exposure and 
constructed with  
GORE-TEX® Performance 
Shell fabric, the Stormfront 
Series is some of the most abrasion 
resistant, breathable rain gear on the 
market. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Rugged 3 layer hard-shell  
• Athletic Fit 
• Pit-zips 
• 4 strategically located pockets

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Performance Shell, micro-taped 

and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest Green 

STYLE: 50013

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $499

RETAIL SOLID: $479

COLDfRONT JACKET
Tailored for cold and wet 
weather, the Coldfront 
Jacket marries light insula-
tion with the breathable rain 
protection of GORE-TEX® 
Soft Shell fabric.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Micro fleece lining  
• 5 strategically located pockets 
• Athletic Fit 
• Pit-zips

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Soft Shell, micro taped seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, Woven polyester shell, knit 

polyester backer

COLORS: Open Country, Charcoal

STYLE: 50008

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $549

RETAIL SOLID: $529

COLDfRONT PANT
Engineered with GORE-TEX® 
Soft Shell fabric, and full 
length leg zips, this pant 
is built to play hard-ball in 
natures coldest and wettest 
conditions.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• Micro fleece lining  
• Five strategically located pockets 
• Full side zips  
• Internal belt system

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Soft Shell, micro taped seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, Woven polyester shell, knit 

polyester backer

COLORS: Open Country, Charcoal

STYLE: 50009

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $469

RETAIL SOLID: $449

STORmfRONT PANT
The perfect partner to the 
Stormfront Jacket, the 
Stormfront Pant provides 
a critical shield against a 
saturated mother earth 
by utilizing GORE-TEX® Performance 
Shell fabric and is also durable enough 
to last above timberline. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Full side zips  
• Rugged 3 layer hard-shell  
• Articulated knees and seat 
• Internal belt system

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Performance Shell, micro-

taped and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest Green

STYLE: 50014

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $429 

RETAIL SOLID: $399

LAST LInE Of DEfEnSE

your last line of defense against 
the worst conditions. After you 
have layered with your next-to-
skin pieces, and insulation pieces, 
then your hardshell pieces come 
out to keep the weather out.

GORE-TEX® Performance Shell 
Fabric offers the ultimate in 
waterproof and breathable protec-
tion, with a highly durable face 
fabric—making the Stormfront 
Jacket and Pant the ultimate in 
extreme weather protection. 

GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell is used 
in our lightest weight jacket and 
pant, the Stormfront Lite Series. 
GORE-TEX® Paclite® is highly 
waterproof and breathable, but 
now boasts stretch. you now have 
the lightest, most packable piece 
with full weather protection. 

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
extreme Wet Weather



STORmfRONT LITE JACKET
The Stormfront Lite Jacket 
is built with two-way stretch, 
GORE-TEX® Paclite® 
fabric, and is made to be 
worn as an ultra-light and 
packable shell. This jacket is 
designed for the minimalist hunter who still 
commands the need for guaranteed storm 
protection in the haunts of the unpredictable 
mountains.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated arms 
• Welded water tight zippers 
• 2-way stretch  
• Chest pocket

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell, micro taped and 

laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, nylon woven face

COLORS: Open Country

STYLE: 50033

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $299

STORmfRONT LITE PANT
The Stormfront Lite Pants 
incorporate a GORE-TEX® 
Paclite® membrane and 
are designed with a “Light & 
Fast” mentality for the most 
erratic conditions mountains 
can throw at you. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 2-way stretch  
• Full side zips  
• Gusseted crotch 
• Articulated patterning 
• Internal belt system 

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell, micro taped and 

laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, nylon woven face

COLORS: Open Country

STYLE: 50034

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $249

WATERPROOf, bREATHAbLE LAYERING 

Essential to layering, is matching up your outer wear to anticipated 

conditions, and then regulating heat with middle layers. The durability, 

waterproofness and breathability of GORE-TEX® fabric makes for the 

ultimate in harsh condition armor. GORE-TEX® outerwear effectively 

keeps the weather out and warmth locked in without trapping sweat 

vapor which can lead to that clammy feeling.

Sitka athlete tom FoSS FoCuSing through the glare oF the Sun on the lookout  
For dall Sheep..northweSt territorieS. photo: mark SeaCat
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NEW

JETSTREAm HAT
The Jetstream Hat is constructed of 
a WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric, 
and is creatively designed with a low profile bill 
and full ear protection. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Ear flaps  
• Low profile bill 
• 4-way stretch 

Technology: WINDSTOPPER 
Soft Shell

Fabric Details: DWR finish, 
Polyester knit face
SIZES: One size fits most 
STYLE: 90019
COLORS: Open Country
RETAIL: $45

SITKA CAP
Constructed of the same water resistant, breath-
able, stretch woven fabric as the Ascent Series, the 
Sitka Cap is the only cap that you will ever need! 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightweight  
• 4-way stretch  
• Lightly brushed

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Lycra 
blend
SIZES: One size fits most  
STYLE: 90101
COLORS: Open Country, Forest
RETAIL: $20 

mERINO bEANIE
To be used as a stand alone or as a liner, the 
Merino Beanie will keep you dry and naturally 
fight odor. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Flat lock seam 
construction

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino 

Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit
SIZES: One size fits most  
STYLE: 90044
COLORS: Open Country, Forest
RETAIL: $29

TRAvERSE bALACLAvA
Like the Traverse Top and Bottom, the 
Traverse Balaclava offers maximum conceal-
ment and cold weather protection, but for your 
head. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4 way stretch 
• Micro fleece backer

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit
SIZES: One size fits most  
STYLE: 90022
COLORS: Open Country, Forest
RETAIL: $35 

The easily overlooked head. 
Although the specific number  
is debated, it is a fact that high 
circulation of blood through our 
scalp creates a quicker heat 
exchange, and cools you faster, 
leaving you cold. 

Sitka’s range of hats give you a full 
range of thermal ratings. From 
our cold weather WINDSTOPPER® 
JetStream Beanie, to our early 
season moisture wicking Bandit, 
we have your head covered in any 
condition.

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
headwear

TRAvERSE bEANIE
Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse 
Zip-T and Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a 
great early season beanie or a perfect compli-
ment to a cold weather layering system. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4-way stretch 
• Ultra lightweight 
• Wind resistant 
• Wicks moisture 
away from skin

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit
SIZES: One size fits most 
STYLE: 90002 
COLORS: Open Country, 
Forest, Ash
RETAIL: $20

JETSTREAm bEANIE
Made with WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 
fabric, this stylish beanie keeps your head warm 
without adding much weight.

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4-way stretch  
• Fleece trim around 
the base

TECHNOLOGY: DWR
FABRIC DETAILS: 
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 
w/ DWR

SIZES: One size fits most 
STYLE: 90020
COLORS: Open Country
RETAIL: $40

THE bANDIT
Pull The Bandit just over the bridge of your nose 
to use as a face mask, leave it loose around your 
neck to keep the sun off, or use it for added 
warmth over your face and neck. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightweight, breath-
able face covering  
• 4-way stretch  
• Small mouth slit 

TECHNOLOGY:  ATB-100 Silver 

Technology 

FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component 
Polyester Fabric
SIZES: One size fits most 
STYLE: 90015
COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $25
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SITKA SUSPENDERS
An optional addition to the Mountain, 
Ascent, Timberline, and 90% pants 
these suspenders will not only hold 
up your britches, they will also outlast 
every suspender in your closet. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• Bra clip fastening system  
• Cam locks for easy adjustment in 
length  
• Rubber gripper

FABRIC DETAILS: Urethane elastic with rubber gripper

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90034

COLORS: Black/Grey

RETAIL: $25

STORmfRONT GAITER
With protection of GORE-TEX® 
Performance Shell, and 
sixteen inches tall, this 
bombproof gaiter is built for 
extreme hunts and heavy 
use. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Sixteen inches tall  
• Internal hook system  
• Full hypalon lower for extreme abuse  
• Full front zipper  
• Velcro storm flap 

TECHNOLOGY:  GORE-TEX® Performance Shell

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, Polyester woven shell, 

Hypalon

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90023

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $80

fOCUS!!

If you are constantly hiking your 
pants up or thinking about that  
annoying piece of gravel that 
worked its way into your boot, 
you’re not focused on the hunt. 
Sitka necessities help you keep 
your attention where it belongs. 

bINO bIvY
Optics are no doubt one of the 
most important accessories in your 
arsenal. With the introduction of the 
Bino Bivy, you now have durable, 
padded optic protection. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Padded optic protection to fit optics 
up to 10x40 (4¾ x 7 x 2½”) 
• Accessory pocketing 
• Lens cloth included 
• Magnetic closures to hold flap open 
or closed

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester woven shell, DWR finish

COLORS: Open Country

SIZES: NA

STYLE: 40016

RETAIL: $99

fLASH GAITER
The Flash Gaiter was built for the 
new breed of trail running shoe 
athletes covering miles in the high 
country, who are tired of twigs and 
scree getting underneath their 
pants and into their shoes. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Stretch woven nylon tube design 
• Eight inches in height  
• Highly durable

FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch Woven,

DWR treated

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90017

COLOR: Charcoal

RETAIL: $39

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
necessities

photo: david brinker
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duStin and a Friend Finding out the hard way why  
they Call them “Stone” Sheep...., bC. photo: wayne brownduStin’S dog, “Sitka” ready to roll. photo: duStin roe

 Core Crew traverSe bottom traverSe zip-t JetStream veSt

 kelvin JaCket JetStream JaCket StormFront JaCket StormFront pant

 timberline pantS bomber belt Shooter glove traverSe beanie

DUSTIN’S SYSTEm

For more complete gear lists of our athletes, visit sitkagear.com

When you’re scraping your nose on scree with two-thousand 
vertical left to the top; quads are pulsing, stinging sweat in 
your eyes, and 10 days of the same torture behind you, it’s 
easy to find refuge nestling back on the vented frame of your 
backpack and to just give up. In fact, many hunters might. 
But, there are some that always push past the pain, and 
never lose confidence in the success of their pursuit. Through 
these select few, we share their experiences, gain insight, 
live vicariously through them, and are just thankful that we 
don’t have to feel their pain. Dustin Roe is one of those super 
heroes. 

At a scrappy 5' 6" 140 pounds, Back Country BC and Beyond 
(www.backcountrybcandbeyond.com) owner Dustin Roe 
consistently guides his clients to some of the biggest sheep 
in the gnarliest crags of the west. You can usually find him 
lugging all of his gear, and most of his clients gear, on his 
back with the reinforcement of trekking poles and his pack 
dog Sitka by his side. Dustin’s backpack is their house, their 

kitchen, their butcher shop, and their hospital all strategically 
packed down to the ounce for weeks of surviving the rigors of 
the backcountry. 

To date, at 26 years old, Dustin has successfully guided 14 
species in BC, NWT Dall Sheep, Yukon Stone Sheep, Desert 
sheep in Mexico, Tahr, Chamois, and Red Stag in New 
Zealand, and Alaska Brown Bear.

From the pinnacle peaks of the Rocky Mountains, to the 
tundra of the AK peninsula, and barrel cactus ridden desert 
of Tiburon Island, Dustin takes the term “thrashing gear” to 
another level.  Gear failure in the field is not a concern that 
he is willing to host in his brain. His Sitka system is just as 
important as his client squeezing the trigger on the shoulder 
of a ram they have hiked 12 days to catch. He literally lives 
and relies on his Sitka 200 days out of the year. Through his 
constructive criticism, products like the 2011 Timberline Pant 
have been born; and through his abusive nature on gear, he is 
integral in refining and testing of current products.

gear. up.
Because Roe has little time between guiding and 

outfitting, he literally lives in his Sitka system. 

He prefers the Core Crew over the Zip-T for his 

base as he is not a huge fan of zippers. While 

the Core keeps him dry, his Kelvin jacket never 

leaves his side for insulation. He loves the fact 

that the Kelvin is light enough to pack in 15 miles, 

but toasty enough to keep him warm while he is 

exposed to the chill on a cliff glassing for sheep. 

Not even he can wear out the bombproof timber-

line Pants, that’s why he chooses them as his do 

it all pant. All the above paired together under the 

protection of his GORE-TEX®  Performance Shell 

Stormfront jacket and pants make for the perfect 

home away from home for Roe.
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NEW

STORmfRONT GLOvE
Wet or cold conditions...find refuge in these 
gloves with a GORE-TEX® membrane. A removable 
mid-pile liner inside adds warmth when needed, or 
you can mix and match other gloves from the Sitka line 
to create a personal system. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Elastic wrist 
• Draw chord cinch 
• Removable insulation 
liner

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® 

membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester woven 

Shell, DWR, mid Loft removable liner

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90025

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $119

TRAvERSE GLOvE
Patterned for a tighter feel, the Traverse Gloves have 
the same benefits as the rest of the Traverse family, 
which makes them a great stand alone glove, but 
they can also be used in combination with the Core or 
Stormfront Gloves. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• 4-way stretch 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Anti-microbial 

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90029

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $24

JETSTREAm GLOvE
The Jetstream Gloves offer full wind 
protection with comfort and breathability.  This 
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric glove is built for cold 
windy days with finely detailed fourchettes to fit your 
fingers perfectly for maximum dexterity. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Micro grid backer  
• Reinforced leather 
palms  
• Articulated patterning 

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER®  

Soft Shell w/ DWR

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90030

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $69

CORE GLOvE
The core is our lightest weight glove, and has a place in 
every glove system. The Core Gloves utilize the same 
moisture wicking fabrics as our base layers, and are 
very thin for tremendous dexterity and breathability. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• ATB-100 Silver 
Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Flat lock seam 
construction

 

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver 

Technology 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester 

fabric

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90026

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $19

Underappreciated and overly 
neglected. How you take care of 
your hands can make or break a 
hunt. your hands are the most  
important tools you have, so 
protect them—give them the 
dexterity they need when it comes 
down to that moment of truth.

Sitka’s line of technical gloves 
give you a wide variety of options 
to keep you covered. your options 
range from an ultra lightweight 
system for high output and high 
heat conditions to the full-on 
storm system that couples a 
bomber outer glove with a 
lighter weight liner glove to shoot 
comfortably. 

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
handwear

mERINO GLOvE
The Merino Liner glove can be worn alone, or 
underneath any other Sitka glove. The natural odor 
resistance, moisture wicking ability, and high heat-
to-weight ratio of Merino will keep you in the woods 
longer.

KEy FEATURES:  
• Form fitting 
• Lightweight

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, 

super-fine 18.9 micron no-itch knit

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90042

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $35



Sitka athlete mark SeaCat doing Some on Site trimming oF hiS montana bull elk. photo: katie SeaCat
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SITKA ASCENT 14
The Ascent 14 was built to stoke the ever 
evolving demands of a day-hunter. Bolstering 
a comfortable 1400 cubic inches, no stone was 
left unturned when designing this pack. With a 
horseshoe shoulder yoke built independently of 
the pack, the hunter enjoys superior torsional 
freedom and range of movement. The pack de-
sign allows the shooter to pivot at the hips, and 
let the pack twist with his/her torso. The Ascent 
14 is featured with pocketed hip belt, pockets 
and partitions for gear organization, enabled for 
a hydration system, and adjustable frame stay 
for varying torso lengths. A stretch-mesh over 
flow pocket works as a great catch all, and a 
detachable rain fly comes stock.

vOLUmE: 1400 cubic inches 

WEIGHT: 3.08 Lb. 

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40009 

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $199

SITKA ASCENT 8
For those short trips where you are going really 
light and fast, or you just don’t need much more 
than your knife, a little water, and your packable 
rain system, the Ascent 8 fits the bill. A molded 
Nyospan hip belt is preformed for comfort, with 
a quilted, Aero Mesh back panel to keep your 
lower back dry. Hip pockets are strategically 
located for calls, range finders, wind indicators, 
or whatever other small items you need. Rigged 
and enabled for an internal hydration system, 
with hose clips running out on the hip belt for 
easy access. Lashing web straps for miscel-
laneous items and two large compression wings 
to hug your load in tight to your back.

vOLUmE: 800 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 1.51 Lb.

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40005

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $99

SITKA ASCENT 10
For the ultra-lighter that is going to cover a lot 
of ground with all their water on their back. A 
full Aero Mesh back panel and shoulder straps 
maximizes ventilation for this lightweight rig. 
Standard Sitka hip pocket system for key pieces 
that you need quick access to. For questionable 
weather, a detachable rain fly is stashed away, 
with easy to use tri-glide attachment system. An 
oversized stretch-mesh outer pocket facilitates 
stuffing quick access pieces that are too big 
for your hip belt pockets. An internal hydration 
system is backed up by additional side pockets 
for water bottles. A slim profile keeps you light 
on your feet, with a semi-raked bottom to make 
sitting more comfortable when you’re glassing.

vOLUmE: 1000 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 2.64 Lb. 

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40006

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $169

Whether it’s only a short hike 
to your treestand, or 7 days in 
the backcountry, we have a pack 
made for you. Our pack-designing 
process begins with a realistic 
conversation about what size loads 
you are going to tackle with the 
cubic volume that you are aiming 
for. With that in mind, the suspen-
sion system is then engineered for 
that load, minimizing touch points 
with your back to keep you dry and 
comfortable. After the suspen-
sion is done, we begin a process 
that blends form with function. 
Very aesthetic lines paired with 
functional features culminate in 
the Sitka line of packs. Each pack 
is clean in design, moving away 
from the trend of putting ten times 
the pockets you need. Consistent 
across the line are strategically 
located anchor points with a com-
pletely customizable strap system 
for whatever your load dictates.

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
packs



SITKA bIvY 45
The Bivy 45 is the largest of Sitka’s pack line for 2011. 
Coming in at an ample 4500 cubic inches, the Bivy 45 
is sure to satisfy some of the most crippling loads you 
can tack on. Three access points to the pack’s main 
compartment (top, bottom and side), give the user 
quick access to all his/her gear. An adjustable blaze 
orange gear shelf can be unstowed from the bottom 
partition and employed to lash additional cargo to 
the pack’s exterior. A quick-release gun/bow cable 
system, removable pack lid, quick detach rain fly, and 
designated spotting scope pocket are only a few of 
the pack’s many features. Available in two torso sizes 
(Regular & Tall), the Bivy 45 is the pack of choice for 
those hunters going afoot for multiple days.

vOLUmE: 4500 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 6.76 lbs Regular, 6.91 lbs Tall 

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: Regular and Tall  

STYLE: 40011 

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $399

SITKA fLASH 20
The Flash 20 is a highly technical day pack suited for 
long jaunts that may pull the hunter great dis-
tances from the truck. A satisfying 2000 cubic inches 
provides enough room for superfluous snacks, water, 
and even a small bivy cache. An adjustable configura-
tion of load & accessory straps gives you the freedom 
to secure even the most awkward loads. Detailed 
with a padded spotting scope pocket, pocketed waist 
belt, quickstash mesh pockets, enabled for hydration 
systems, and a suspended back to maximize air cir-
culation in the lumbar region. This pack also includes 
a detachable rain fly system, bra-clip/hypalon strap 
system, over-sized stretch mesh outer pockets, and 
the new gun/bow cable system.

vOLUmE: 2000 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 4.55 Lb.

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40008

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $249

SITKA fLASH 32 
The big brother of the Flash 20, the Flash 32 sports 
many of the same features, but adds more volume for 
longer forays. The Flash 32 employs a beefier tension 
frame system for heavier loads, a compression wing 
design for lightened loads, and the fully adjustable 
quick-release gun/bow cable system. Enabled for a 3 
liter hydration bladder, the Flash 32 has proven itself 
for guides and outfitters that find themselves carrying 
gear for two. For your first trip out, an Elk’s quarter can 
be shoved inside, with the backstraps tied on tightly.

vOLUmE: 3200 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 5.42

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40010

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $299

SITKA bIvY 30
Some people thrive on going light. If that’s you, this is 
your pack. Built with enough room for the well-practiced 
backcountry bivy hunter, the Bivy 30 is right up your 
alley. Built into the back panel is a removable sleeping 
pad, that doubles as a great glassing pad for rocky bluffs. 
Easy to remove lid allows you to decrease your pack into 
a manageable day pack. Standard feature sets that are 
consistent with the rest of the Sitka line up: removable rain 
fly, tension frame, hydration system, hip pockets, water 
bottle pockets, and Aero mesh shoulder pads. This lean 
shaped, Alpine inspired set-up has minimal pockets to 
reduce weight and force you to stay light on your feet.

volume: 3000 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 5.43 Lb. 

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40007

COLORS: Open Country

RETAIL: $299
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NEW
fOREST LINE 
Base layer

CORE zIP-T
The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin 
layer designed to literally pull moisture 
off the surface of your skin. This 
enables you to remain comfortable over 
a wide range of conditions and exertion 
levels. The Core fabric also utilizes 
silver encapsulated technology that 
helps reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10011

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $89

RETAIL SOLID: $79

CORE bOTTOm
The Core Series bottoms can be 
effectively worn under any of our pants 
or bibs, and were created to help reduce 
odor, provide warmth, and keep you 
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed 
to ensure a full range of motion while 
virtually adding no extra bulk.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10013

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $69

CORE CREW
The Core Crew is built to wick moisture 
off the surface of your skin to keep 
you comfortable through a variety of 
hunting applications. With scent control 
in mind, the Core fabric incorporates 
silver encapsulated technology to help 
reduce odor causing bacteria. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Flat lock seam construction 
• Available in short or long sleeve

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

LONG SLEEvE STYLE: 10012

SHORT SLEEvE STYLE: 10006

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL 

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL 

RETAIL CAmO: LS-$79   SS-$49 

RETAIL SOLID: LS-$69    SS-$45

CORE bOxERS
Intended as a mechanism to draw 
moisture away from the body, the Core 
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and 
discomfort by utilizing the same the 
fabric as the Core Series.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester 

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10014

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $35

why SITKA BASE LAyERS fOR 
whITETAIL hUnTIng?

Designed with 4-way stretch for 
maximum mobility and precise fit, 
Sitka Base Layers quietly work to 
keep you dry and odor free. These 
lightweight garments respond to 
the rigors and demands of tree-
stand hunting with non-binding 
cuts, lightweight body temperature 
regulating knit, sound free move-
ment, and breathable comfort. 
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why SITKA’S MERInO wOOL In 
ThE TREESTAnD?

Wool is one of the best insulating 
fibers known to man. Merino wool 
delivers that insulation with the 
added bonus of comfort. Of course, 
not all Merino is the same. Fiber 
processing, textile manufacture 
techniques, construction and fit 
impact wool quality and comfort 
level.

Sitka’s Merino wool is subject to 
exacting methods, standards, and 
practices to ensure the highest 
quality, pill resistant, and durable 
merino wool on the market.

In a mid-November treestand 
where extra warmth is always at 
a premium, Sitka’s merino wool 
delivers exceptional comfort. Our 
face in, circular knit treatment of 
the fiber maximizes its propensity 
to wick moisture away from the 
skin and provide natural odor 
resistance. you stay toasty, even 
when you perspire on the jaunt into 
your stand. Sitka’s Merino is your 
ideal treestand companion.

mERINO CORE bOTTOm
With the same benefits as the Merino 
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make a 
perfect base layer from a snowy grind in 
the Rockies to a frigid Midwest stand.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10010

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $119

mERINO CORE zIP-T
Sharing the same features as the Core 
Zip-T, but with a higher heat-to-weight 
ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T will 
regulate your body temperature, move 
moisture away from your skin and is 
naturally odor resistant.

KEy FEATURES: 
•Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 

micron no-itch knit  

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10008

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $129

RETAIL SOLID: $119

OPEN COUNTRY LINE
merino Base layers
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NEW TRAvERSE HOODY 
The Traverse Hoody incorporates a 
hood into the Traverse shirt for added 
head warmth during colder mornings 
and wind chilled evenings. Like the 
shirt, the Traverse Hoody also provides 
a full range of motion and odor 
resistance. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Form fitting hood 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Black 

STYLE: 10018

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $149

RETAIL SOLID: $139

TRAvERSE bOTTOm 
The Traverse Series Bottoms are 
designed to be worn seamlessly under-
neath your outer layer pants for extra 
insulation while still providing a wide 
range of motion and odor resistance.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• 4-way stretch 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10002

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $79

ASCENT PANT
Engineered for early season, high 
exertion forays, the Ascent Pant offers 
maximum breathability, range of move-
ment, and exceptional durability.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• 4-Way stretch  
• Easy access Cargo pockets 
• Lightly brushed

TECHNOLOGY: High count stretch polyester weave,

Durable Water Repellent finish

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester stretch woven

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

CAmO SIZES: Even sizes 30–44”, Tall 34–38”

STYLE: 50007

RETAIL: $149

TRAvERSE zIP-T
The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top 
that has insulating qualities, moves 
with you, and is treated with an 
antimicrobial bath to ward off odor 
causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• 4-way stretch 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS Open Country, Forest, Ash

STYLE: 10001

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $99

RETAIL SOLID: $89

TRAvERSE SERIES
This is your expedition weight com-
pliment to the Core Series.  
A wind resistant and durable face 
allow the Traverse Series to be 
worn in all technical situations, 
while the soft lined inside will 
hold in heat. The anti-microbial 
treatment on the fabric will provide 
protection for the lifetime of the 
garment against odor causing 
bacteria. 

fOREST LINE
mid/mobility layer



piCk a Spot...piCk a Spot...piCk a Spot...Sitka marketing manager, david brinker SeCondS away From a Shot at an illinoiS prairie ghoSt. photo: william altman
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KELvIN JACKET
Worn as an outer layer or 
underneath a shell, the 
Kelvin Jacket is filled with 
Primaloft® Insulation and 
is designed to distance the atmospheric 
climate from your skin to allow you to 
stay toasty. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Packable 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30012

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $199

KELvIN PANT
This highly packable, 
Primaloft® insulated pant, 
protects your legs from the 
harsh cold of high-elevation 
peaks to frigid all-day treestand sits. 
Full side zips ventilate and make for 
quick on and off flexibility. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Full side zips  
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30013

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $169

KELvIN vEST
Having drank from the 
same cup as the Kelvin 
Jacket, the Kelvin Vest 
is a layering solution 
for a number of applications. When 
the temperature starts to plummet, 
and you need a lightweight, packable, 
insulated vest; the Kelvin is it.   

KEy FEATURES: 
• High heat-to-weight ratio 
• Packable 
• Tightly woven polyester face 
• 170g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation

TECHNOLOGY: PrimaLoft® Sport Insulation

FABRIC DETAILS: High count polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

STYLE: 30014

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $149

fOREST LINE
insulation layer

gOT hEAT?

Whether it’s a day in the woods, 
or a two-week backcountry epic, 
PrimaLoft® synthetic insulation is 
your go-to choice for warmth. Its 
lofted insulation is warm, highly 
wind resistant, low bulk in your 
pack, and light weight. Fleece has 
its place for early season layering, 
but that’s it.

The Kelvin Series can be layered 
underneath a hard or soft shell 
outerwear piece for insulation in 
compromised weather conditions 
or when enduring steady north 
winds pushing cold fronts across 
your dependable treestand during 
the peak of the rut.

• Thermally Efficient
• Superior Water Resistant
• Dries Faster than Down
• Breathable
• Wind Resistant



Sitka athlete mark SeaCat proudly Sporting the ColorS on an evening hunt in miSSouri. photo: JeFF SimpSon
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fOREST LINE
Weather resistance

The goal of Sitka’s outer wear 
program is consistent...create 
products that protect you from 
elements in specific situations. 
For the Forest line, we address 
the needs of the treestand hunter. 
Engagement ranges are closer, 
noise becomes more of a factor, 
warmth in extended motionless 
scenarios is mandatory. Our 
line-up addresses conditions 
that range from the coldest and 
windiest to the more sublime 
afternoon breeze. Understanding 
these ranges of conditions, drives 
products that utilize GORE-TEX® 
outerwear for the most extreme, 
WINDSTOPPER® jacket in milder 
conditions, and then lighter weight 
Soft Shells or stretch woven at the 
mildest end of the spectrum. As 
a hunter, you are empowered to 
dial in your outer layers, based on 
a solid foundation of next-to-skin 
and insulating pieces. 

STRATUS JACKET
Patterned for minimal 
bulk and full range-of-
motion, and protected by a 
WINDSTOPPER® membrane, 
this mid-weight jacket fits 
the bill for early to mid-season sessions 
in your treestand. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High loft backer  
• Lightly brushed 
• Fully articulated  
• Drop away hood

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D patterning, Sealon taping, 

WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR, brushed polyester knit face and  

high loft backer for warmth

COLORS: Forest

SIZES: S-3XL

STYLE: 50030

RETAIL: $249

STRATUS bIb
The Stratus Bib also utilizes 
WINDSTOPPER® fabric, 
and overlaps nicely with the 
Stratus Jacket to ensure your 
core stays warm when it gets 
cold and windy. This bib breathes nicely 
when hiking into your stand, or hauling 
your deer out of the woods as well. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• High loft backer 
• Lower leg zips  
• Chest, hand and thigh pockets

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D patterning, Sealon taping, 

WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR, brushed  polyester knit face

COLORS: Forest

REG. SIZES: S-3XL

TALL SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 50031

RETAIL: $229

90% JACKET
The 90% is for tough grinds, mellow 
breezes, and the need for speed. Built 
to work with you while powering up 
hills, the 90% Jacket is stitched from 
a durable, breathable 2-way stretch 
and DWR treated soft shell material. 
Designed for the active hunter, and 
sturdily supported by the innovative 
soft shell finish. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated 
elbows 
• Pit-zips 
• 2-way stretch 
• Micro fleece 
lining 
• Chest pockets

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft 

Shell, Polyester face, 

embossed brushed micro 

fleece backer

COLORS: Open Country, 

Forest, Black, Burnt 

Orange, Charcoal

STYLE: 50003

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $249

RETAIL SOLID: $229

90% PANT
Tough and carefully lined with micro-
fleece to wick and ward off chill, the 
90% pants are an articulated soft shell 
pant for mid to late season hunts. With 
a foot in the same circle as the 90% 
Jacket, the 90% Pants are designed 
to be worn with (or without) layers 
underneath. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated knees  
• 2-way stretch  
• Zippered thigh pockets 
• Micro fleece lining

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester face, embossed

brushed micro fleece backer

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Woodsmoke

STYLE: 50004

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL Tall: m-XL

RETAIL CAmO: $229

RETAIL SOLID: $199



fOREST LINE
extreme Wet Weather
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BE READy

Core to layering, is matching up 
your outer wear to anticipated 
conditions, and then adjusting. 
When you know you are entering 
extreme conditions, you have 
to tackle them head on. The 
Incinerator Series does just that. 
The combination of the most 
durable, waterproof, breath-
able GORE-TEX® shell with the 
unwavering reputation of down’s 
thermal advantages and extreme 
heat-to-weight ratio, make for the 
ultimate in harsh condition armor. 
you can now keep the weather out, 
and lock the heat in.

GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell is 
used in our lightest weight jacket 
and pant, the Downpour Series. 
Gore’s new GORE-TEX® Paclite® 
is durably waterproof and highly 
breathable. you now have the 
lightest, most packable piece with 
full weather protection for those 
all day sits in your sometimes 
damp November stand.

DOWNPOUR JACKET
With a lightly brushed 
face to keep you stealth in 
the Whitetail woods and 
a GORE-TEX® Paclite® 
membrane, the Downpour 
Series is a perfect companion for 
quietly powering through a rain 
shower or heavy drizzle in your 
treestand. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightly brushed face  
• Minimized build for packability

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell, fully 

taped and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, brushed  

polyester knit face

COLORS: Forest SIZES: m-XXL

STYLE: 50028 RETAIL: $249

DOWNPOUR PANT
Completing the Downpour 
rain system, these fully 
articulated GORE-TEX® 
Paclite® fabric pants will 
withstand any rain shower 
the whitetail woods can throw  
your way.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightly brushed  
• Articulated patterning 
• Internal belt system 
• Full side zips 

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell, fully  

taped and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, brushed polyester  

knit face

COLORS: Forest SIZES: m-XXL

STYLE: 50029 RETAIL: $199

INCINERATOR JACKET
The Incinerator Series 
utilizes the power of 
down, in a GORE-TEX® 
fabric cocoon for late 
season stationary hunting 
scenarios. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 700 fill down  
• Chest pockets, hand pockets, grunt 
tube pocket 
• Articulated pattering 
• Lightly brushed face 

TECHNOLOGY:  700 fill power Down insulation, GORE-TEX® 

hybrid construction, Sealon taping

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, brushed polyester face

COLORS: Forest STYLE: 50026

SIZES: m-3XL RETAIL: $599

INCINERATOR bIb
Imagine a walking sleeping 
bag that’s waterproof. That’s 
the experience you get when 
wearing the Incinerator Bibs. 
Insulated and patterned for 
extended motionless sits in cold weather, 
and constructed with a GORE-TEX® Soft 
Shell fabric, you no longer have to shiver in 
agony. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 700 fill down  
• Full side zips 
• Lightly brushed face  
• Cargo pockets, chest pockets, hand 
pockets 
• Elastic urethane suspenders

TECHNOLOGY: 700 fill power Down insulation, GORE-TEX® fabric 

construction, Sealon taping

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, brushed polyester face

COLORS: Forest STYLE: 50027

REG. SIZES: m-3XL TALL SIZES: m-XL

RETAIL: $469
35
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NEW

NEW
fOREST LINE
Weather resistance

whITETAIL SOLUTIOnS 

A new season brings months of 
hard work for whitetail hunters, 
and along with that work comes 
optimism and excitement. When 
the rut hits, nothing increases 
your odds of cashing in on all the 
blood, sweat and hours spent than 
staying comfortable in the stand 
for longer periods of time. The 
Fanatic was designed by a team of 
accomplished bowhunters to offer 
the most functional all day system 
the market has ever seen.

fANATIC JACKET
The Fanatic Jacket was specifically and 
scientifically created for whitetail hunters 
battling mid to late season conditions. This 
jacket is uniquely constructed with a diago-
nal zipper so a kangaroo pocket could be 
built into the design to keep your hands warm. Topped 
off with a WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric, you have 
a jacket that will keep you in the stand longer to help 
increase your odds.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Built in front muff  
• 133 g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Strategic rangefinder and grunt tube pockets 
• Removable hood 
• Lightly brushed  
• Thumbloop gaskets

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR, brushed polyester knit face

COLORS: Forest

SIZES: m-3XL

RETAIL: $369

fANATIC bIb
These bibs are toasty, silent, fully articu-
lated, and guarded by WINDSTOPPER® Soft 
Shell fabric to give you the range of motion 
you need to swivel and make your shot. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Full side zips  
• Functional cargo pockets  
• 133 g/m2 Primaloft® Insulation 
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS:  DWR, brushed polyester knit face

COLORS: Forest

REG. SIZES: m-3XL

TALL SIZES: m-XL 

RETAIL: $329



miCk SimpSon Still aS a Statue high in a miSSouri tree....photo: JeFF SimpSon
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 JeFF SimpSon 
   SITKA ATHLETE
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Born and bred out of the Midwest, 
Jeff has spent most of his hunting 
lifetime chasing world class 
wily Whitetails from Kansas, to 
Missouri and Iowa. With thousands 
of hours spent on the farms he 
manages, Jeff is always thinking 
about whitetail season and how to 
improve the habitat for the game 
he passionately pursues. Through 
authentic Outdoor Photography 
and Videography, Jeff has also 
been able to take the stories of 
his adventures and management 
practices and share them through 
the Sitka blogs (sitkainsight.com) 
as well as his own blog  
(fencepostfilms.com). 

Being a Sitka Athlete, Jeff has built 
out his own system that consists 
of early season, pre-rut/rut and 
late season solutions. When asked 
what new products he is most 
excited about his response was 
this: “I am super excited to start 
using the Merino Base layers as 
my all year round against the skin 
layer. Not only is it naturally odor 
resistant, it is comfortable which 
makes it a no-brainer for guys sitting 

in treestands. The other big addition 
this season is the Fanatic Jacket 
and Bib. That Jacket addresses a 
problem that most bowhunters face 
as the temperatures fall; keeping 
your hands warm, while still wearing 
a thin glove. I’m really happy to 
see Sitka take feedback from the 
Athletes and truly work hard to 
create gear solutions that help us be 
more successful.”

Pursuing the royals of the midwest often requires 

dark to dark sits from September to December. 

The conditions fluctuate and change rapidly, but 

Simpson never leaves his Sitka, just changes the 

system. Whether its sweltering hot in the early 

season, or engulfed in a deep freeze late, the Merino 

Core Zip keeps Simpson dry and his stink at a 

minimum. In early and mid-season Jeff starts with 

90% Pants, and depending on the conditions,  lay-

ers the 90% Jacket and Traverse Top over his Core 

Merino.  As the leaves deepen to a brown tinge, he’ll 

swap out for his Stratus Jacket and Bibs and layer 

with the Kelvin Vest to ward off the chill.  When the 

season finale draws near and the temperatures dip 

into the single digits, the WINDSTOPPER® fabric in 

the Fanatic jacket and bib, will take Jeff all the way 

to the bitter end.

gear. up.

JeFF playing Spiderman on another 
harwood in the oFF SeaSon. 
photo: mark SeaCat

 merino top & bottom Sitka Cap traverSe Shirt kelvin veSt

 90% JaCket 90% pant StratuS JaCket StratuS bib  

 FanatiC JaCket FanatiC bib downpour JaCket downpour pant

JEff’S WHITETAIL SYSTEm

For more complete gear lists of our athletes, visit sitkagear.com 39
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NEWSITKA CAP
Constructed of the same water resistant, 
breathable, stretch woven fabric as the Ascent 
Series, the Sitka Cap is the only cap that you 
will ever need! 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightweight  
• 4-way stretch  
• Lightly brushed

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester 

Lycra blend

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 90101

COLORS: Open Country, Forest 

RETAIL: $20 

STRATUS bEANIE
The Stratus Beanie incorporates 
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell fabric and a 
high loft backing for additional warmth 
during late season, but utilizes the 
lighter weight Traverse fabric for better hearing 
over the ears.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightly brushed 
• 4-way stretch 

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D patterning, 

Sealon taping, WINDSTOPPER® 

membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR, brushed  

polyester knit face

SIZES: One size fits most

 STYLE: 90033

COLORS: Forest

RETAIL: $40

TRAvERSE bALACLAvA
Like the Traverse Top and Bottom, the Traverse 
Balaclava offers maximum concealment and cold 
weather protection, but for your head. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4 way stretch 
• Micro fleece backer

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 90022

COLORS: Open Country, Forest 

RETAIL: $35

The easily overlooked head. 
Although the specific number  
is debated, it is a fact that high 
circulation of blood through our 
scalp creates a quicker heat 
exchange, and cools you faster, 
leaving you cold. 

Sitka’s line of hats give you a full 
range of thermal ratings. From 
our cold weather WINDSTOPPER® 
Stratus Beanie, to our early season 
moisture wicking Bandit, you now 
have a complete range of weather 
condition options.

fOREST LINE
headwear

TRAvERSE bEANIE
Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse 
Zip-T and Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a great 
early season beanie or a perfect compliment to a 
cold weather layering system. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4-way stretch 
• Ultra lightweight 
• Wind resistant 
• Wicks moisture away 
from skin

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90002 

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, 

Ash

RETAIL: $20

THE bANDIT
Pull The Bandit just over the bridge of your nose 
to use as a face mask, leave it loose around your 
neck to keep the sun off, or use it for added 
warmth over your face and neck. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Lightweight, breath-
able face covering  
• 4-way stretch  
• Small mouth slit 

TECHNOLOGY:  ATB-100 Silver 

Technology  

FABRIC DETAILS: Bi-Component 

Polyester Fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 90015

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $25

mERINO bEANIE
To be used as a stand alone or as a liner, the 
Merino Beanie will keep you dry and naturally 
fight odor. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Flat lock seam 
construction

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino 

Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit

SIZES: One size fits most 
STYLE: 90044
COLORS: Open Country, Forest
RETAIL: $29
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STRATUS GLOvE
Focused on the hardwoods of “whitetail 
USA”, with a form fitting feel and excellent 
dexterity, these WINDSTOPPER® mem-
brane protected, high loft backed gloves 
are perfectly suited for longer periods of 
being motionless. 

KEy FEATURE: 
• Brushed face  
• High loft fleece backer 
• Articulated patterning

TECHNOLOGY: 3-D patterning, Sealon 

taping, WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR, brushed 

polyester knit face

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90032

COLORS: Forest

RETAIL: $69

INCINERATOR mITT
The high heat to weight ratio of  synthetic 
insulation paired with WINDSTOPPER® fabric 
protection, will help your hands stay toasty 
when the wind chill dips. This product main-
tains the dexterity needed to make the shot of the season, 
and keep you safer as you climb in and out of the stand. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Fold back magnetic mitt 
design 
• Brushed face

TECHNOLOGY: DWR finish, WIND-

STOPPER® membrane, PrimaLoft®

FABRIC DETAILS: brushed polyester 

face 

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90043 

COLORS: Forest

RETAIL: $129

INCINERATOR mUff
The high heat-to-weight ratio synthetic 
insulation found in the Incinerator Muff, 
paired with WINDSTOPPER® fabric protec-
tion keeps your hands warm when the wind 
starts whipping. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Black poly webbing belt 
with side release option 
• Brushed face for noise 
reduction 
• Internal hand warmer 
pocket

TECHNOLOGY: DWR finish, 

WINDSTOPPER® membrane

FABRIC DETAILS: brushed polyester 

face

SIZES: OSFA

STYLE: 90051

COLORS: Forest

RETAIL: $69

TRAvERSE GLOvE
Patterned for a tighter feel, the Traverse Gloves 
have the same benefits as the rest of the Traverse 
family, which makes them a great stand alone 
glove, but they can also be used in combination with 
our other gloves. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• 4-way stretch 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Anti-microbial 

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE:  90029

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $24

CORE GLOvE
The core is our lightest weight glove and has a 
place in every glove system. The Core Gloves 
utilize the same moisture wicking fabrics as our 
base layers and are very thin for tremendous 
dexterity and breathability. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• ATB-100 Silver 
Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Flat lock seam 
construction

 

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver 

Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester 

fabric

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE:  90026

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $19

Underappreciated and overly 
neglected. How you take care of 
your hands can make or break a 
hunt. your hands are the most  
important tools you have, so 
protect them—give them the 
dexterity they need when it comes 
down to that moment of truth.

Sitka’s line of technical gloves give 
you a variety of options to keep you 
covered. your options range from 
an ultra lightweight system for 
high output/high heat conditions, 
to the super warm treestand 
system that puts a Traverse Glove 
against your hand and then easily 
slips into the Incinerator mitt for 
your own hand toaster in the 
woods.

fOREST LINE
handwear

mERINO GLOvE
The Merino Liner glove can be worn alone, or 
underneath any other Sitka glove. The natural odor 
resistance, moisture wicking ability, and high heat-
to-weight ratio of Merino will keep you in the woods 
longer.

KEy FEATURES:  
• Form fitting 
• Lightweight

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, 

super-fine 18.9 micron no-itch knit

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90042

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $35

NEW

NEW

NEW
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SITKA ASCENT 14
The Ascent 14 was built to stoke the ever 
evolving demands of a day-hunter. Bolstering 
a comfortable 1400 cubic inches, no stone was 
left unturned when designing this pack. With 
a horseshoe shoulder yoke build indepen-
dently of the pack, the hunter enjoys superior 
torsional freedom and range of movement. The 
pack design allows the shooter to pivot at the 
hips, and let the pack twist with his/her torso. 
The Ascent 14 is featured with pocketed hip 
belt, pockets and partitions for gear organiza-
tion, enabled for a hydration system, and 
adjustable frame stay for varying torso lengths. 
A stretch-mesh over flow pocket works as a 
great catch all, and a detachable rain fly comes 
stock.

vOLUmE: 1400 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 3.08 Lbs.

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40009 

COLORS: Forest, Open Country

RETAIL: $199

SITKA fLASH 20
The Flash 20 is a highly technical day pack suited for long jaunts 
that may pull the hunter great distances from the truck.  
A satisfying 2000 cubic inches provides enough room for 
superfluous snacks, water, and even a small bivy cache. An 
adjustable configuration of load & accessory straps gives you the 
freedom to secure even the most awkward loads. Detailed with 
a padded spotting scope pocket, pocketed waist belt, quickstash 
mesh pockets, enabled for hydration systems, and a suspended 
back to maximize air circulation in the lumbar region. Also 
included are a detachable rain fly system, bra-clip/hypalon strap 
system, over-sized stretch mesh outer pockets, and the gun/
bow cable system.

vOLUmE: 2000 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 4.55 Lbs. 

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40008

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $249

SITKA ASCENT 8
For those short trips where you are going really 
light and fast, or you just don’t need much more 
than your knife, a little water, and your packable 
rain system, the Ascent 8 fits the bill. A molded 
Nyospan hip belt is preformed for comfort, with 
a quilted, Aero Mesh back panel to keep your 
lower back dry. Hip pockets are strategically 
located for calls, range finders, wind indicators, 
or whatever other small items you need. Rigged 
and enabled for an internal hydration system, 
with hose clips running out on the hip belt for 
easy access. Lashing web straps for miscel-
laneous items and two large compression wings 
to hug your load in tight to your back.

vOLUmE: 800 cubic inches

WEIGHT: 1.51 Lbs.

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft Shell fabric

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 40005

COLORS: Open Country, Forest

RETAIL: $99

Whether it’s only a short hike 
to your treestand, or 7 days in 
the backcountry, we have a pack 
made for you. Our pack-designing 
process begins with a realistic 
conversation about what size loads 
you are going to tackle with the 
cubic volume that you are aiming 
for. With that in mind, the suspen-
sion system is then engineered for 
that load, minimizing touch points 
with your back to keep you dry and 
comfortable. After the suspen-
sion is done, we begin a process 
that blends form with function. 
Very aesthetic lines paired with 
functional features culminate in 
the Sitka line of packs. Each pack 
is clean in design, moving away 
from the trend of putting ten times 
the pockets you need. Consistent 
across the line are strategically 
located anchor points with a com-
pletely customizable strap system 
for whatever your load dictates.

fOREST LINE
packs
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NEW
SOLID COLORS
Base layer

ESSEnTIAL fOR Any hUnT  
(why SITKA BASE LAyERS?)

Creating unparalleled comfort, the 
core series utilizes a 4-way stretch 
moisture wicking fabric. Essential 
for any hunt, these lightweight 
garments are designed to literally 
pull moisture off the surface of 
your skin: keeping you dry from 
the inside out. When you are dry, 
you will stay cool when it’s hot 
and warm when it’s not. To ensure 
an order resistant hunt, the Core 
fabric utilizes silver encapsulated 
technology that reduces odor-
causing bacteria. 

CORE zIP-T
The Core Zip-T is a critical next to skin 
layer designed to literally pull moisture 
off the surface of your skin. This 
enables you to remain comfortable over 
a wide range of conditions and exertion 
levels. The Core fabric also utilizes 
silver encapsulated technology that 
helps reduce odor causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10011

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $89

RETAIL SOLID: $79

CORE bOTTOm
The Core Series bottoms can be 
effectively worn under any of our pants 
or bibs, and were created to help reduce 
odor, provide warmth, and keep you 
dry. The Core Bottoms are designed 
to ensure a full range of motion while 
virtually adding no extra bulk.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10013

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $69

CORE CREW
The Core Crew is built to wick moisture 
off the surface of your skin to keep 
you comfortable through a variety of 
hunting applications. With scent control 
in mind, the Core fabric incorporates 
silver encapsulated technology to help 
reduce odor causing bacteria. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch 
• Flat lock seam construction 
• Available in short or long sleeve

Technology: ATB-100 Silver Technology 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester fabric

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

LONG SLEEvE STYLE: 10012

SHORT SLEEvE STYLE: 10006

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL 

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL 

RETAIL CAmO: LS-$79   SS-$49 

RETAIL SOLID: LS-$69    SS-$45

CORE bOxERS
Intended as a mechanism to draw 
moisture away from the body, the Core 
Series Boxers reduce sweat, odor, and 
discomfort by utilizing the same fabric 
as the Core Series.

KEy FEATURES: 
• ATB-100 Silver Technology 
• 4-way stretch  
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: ATB-100 Silver Technology   

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Polyester 

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10014

SIZES: m-XXL 

RETAIL: $35
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SOLID COLORS
merino Base layers

why SITKA MERInO?

Merino wool has long been 
recognized as a superior high 
performance fabric; excellent 
at regulating body temperature, 
wicking moisture away from the 
skin, and retaining warmth even 
when wet.

Not all Merino is the same. Fiber 
processing, textile manufacture 
techniques, construction and fit 
impact wool quality.

Sitka’s Merino wool comes from 
growers with sustainable and 
holistic production values. Our 
manufacturing facility is a key 
supplier for many prominent and 
discerning athletic wear makers. 
Sitka’s Merino wool is circular 
knit. It comes off the machine in a 
tube. We turn the face inside prior 
to dyeing. This results in less face 
abrasion, better pilling perfor-
mance and increased durability.

At every stage, our wool is subject 
to exacting methods, standards, 
and practices to ensure the highest 
quality. As a result, Sitka’s Merino 
wool is the best on the market.

mERINO CORE bOTTOm
With the same benefits as the Merino 
Core Zip-T, the Merino Bottoms make a 
perfect base layer from a snowy grind 
in the Rockies to a frigid Midwest stand.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Elastic waist band 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10010

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $119

mERINO CORE zIP-T
Sharing the same features as the Core 
Zip-T, but with a higher heat-to-weight 
ratio, the Merino Core Zip-T will 
regulate your body temperature, move 
moisture away from your skin and is 
naturally odor resistant.

KEy FEATURES: 
•Deep center front zip 
• Flat lock seam construction

TECHNOLOGY: merino Wool

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% merino Wool, super-fine 18.9 micron 

no-itch knit  

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Charcoal

STYLE: 10008

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $129

RETAIL SOLID: $119
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TRAvERSE SERIES
A highly wind resistant and durable 
face allow this mid layer to be worn 
in all technical situations, while the 
soft lofted inside will hold in heat 
and ATB-100 Silver technology will 
ward off odor causing bacteria.

SOLID COLORS
mid layer TRAvERSE zIP-T

The Traverse Zip-T is a mid layer top 
that has insulating qualities, moves with 
you, and is treated with an antimicrobial 
bath to ward off odor causing bacteria.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• 4-way stretch 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS Open Country, Forest, Ash

STYLE: 10001

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $99

RETAIL SOLID: $89

TRAvERSE HOODY 
The Traverse Hoody incorporates a hood 
into the Traverse shirt for added head 
warmth during colder mornings and 
wind chilled evenings. Like the shirt, 
the Traverse Hoody also provides a full 
range of motion and odor resistance. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Form fitting hood 
• Micro fleece backer 
• Deep center front zip 
• Thumb loops

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, Black 

STYLE: 10018

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $149

RETAIL SOLID: $139

TRAvERSE bOTTOm 
The Traverse Series Bottoms are 
designed to be worn seamlessly under-
neath your outer layer pants for extra 
insulation while still providing a wide 
range of motion and odor resistance.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Tight woven jersey face 
• Micro fleece backer 
• 4-way stretch 
• Functional fly

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch polyester knit

COLORS: Charcoal

STYLE: 10002

SIZES: S-3XL

RETAIL: $79
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SOLID COLORS
Weather resistance 90% JACKET

The 90% is for tough grinds, mellow 
breezes, and the need for speed. Built 
to work with you while powering up 
hills, the 90% Jacket is stitched from 
a durable, breathable 2-way stretch 
and DWR treated soft shell material. 
Designed for the active hunter, and 
sturdily supported by the innovative  
soft shell finish. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated 
elbows 
• Pit-zips 
• 2-way stretch 
• Micro fleece 
lining 
• Chest pockets

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Soft 

Shell, Polyester face, 

embossed brushed micro 

fleece backer

COLORS: Open Country, 

Forest, Black, Burnt 

Orange, Charcoal

STYLE: 50003

CAmO SIZES: S-3XL

SOLID SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $249

RETAIL SOLID: $229

The goal of Sitka’s outer wear 
program is consistent...create 
products that protect you from 
elements in specific situations. 
Our line-up addresses conditions 
that range from the coldest and 
windiest to the more sublime 
afternoon breeze. Understanding 
these ranges of conditions, drives 
products that utilize GORE-TEX® 
outerwear for the most extreme, 
and then lighter weight Soft Shells 
or stretch woven at the mildest 
end of the spectrum. As a hunter, 
you are empowered to dial in your 
outer layers, based on a solid 
foundation of next-to-skin and 
insulating pieces. 

CELSIUS vEST
The Celsius Vest combines the comfort 
of high loft fleece with the breathable 
protection of a water and wind resistant 
soft shell. This vest is a great insulation 
layer for sitting on a ridge or traversing 
in the mountains. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• High loft fleece lining 
• Laminated chest pocket 
• Side stretch panels 
• Chest high pocket

TECHNOLOGY: DWR

FABRIC DETAILS: Polyester Face 

COLORS: Charcoal, Black

STYLE: 30001

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL: $129
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COLDfRONT JACKET
Tailored for cold and wet 
weather, the Coldfront 
Jacket marries light 
insulation with the 
breathable rain protection 
of GORE-TEX® Soft Shell fabric.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Micro fleece lining  
• Five strategically located pockets 
• Athletic Fit 
• Pit-zips

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Soft Shell, micro taped seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, Woven polyester shell, knit 

polyester backer

COLORS: Open Country, Charcoal

STYLE: 50008

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $549

RETAIL SOLID: $529

STORmfRONT JACKET
Our solution for extended wet 
weather exposure and 
constructed with  
GORE-TEX® 
Performance Shell fabric, 
the Stormfront Series is some of the 
most abrasion resistant, breathable 
rain gear on the market. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Rugged 3 layer hard-shell  
• Athletic Fit 
• Pit-zips 
• 4 strategically located pockets

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Performance Shell, 

micro-taped and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest Green 

STYLE: 50013

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $499

RETAIL SOLID: $479

COLDfRONT PANT
Engineered with GORE-TEX® 
Soft Shell fabric, and full 
length leg zips, this pant 
is built to play hard-ball in 
natures coldest and wettest 
conditions.

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• Micro fleece lining  
• Five strategically located pockets 
• Full side zips  
• Internal belt system

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Soft Shell, micro taped seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, Woven polyester shell, knit 

polyester backer

COLORS: Open Country, Charcoal

STYLE: 50009

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $469

RETAIL SOLID: $449

STORmfRONT PANT
The perfect partner to the 
Stormfront Jacket, the 
Stormfront Pant provides 
a critical shield against a 
saturated mother earth by 
utilizing GORE-TEX® Performance 
Shell fabric and is also durable 
enough to last a lifetime above 
timberline. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Full side zips  
• Rugged 3 layer hard-shell  
• Articulated knees and seat 
• Internal belt system

TECHNOLOGY: GORE-TEX® Performance Shell, 

micro-taped and laser cut seams

FABRIC DETAILS: DWR finish, polyester weave

COLORS: Open Country, Forest Green

STYLE: 50014

SIZES: m-XXL

RETAIL CAmO: $429 

RETAIL SOLID: $399

LAST LInE Of DEfEnSE

your last line of defense against 
the worst weather conditions. 
After you have layered with your 
next-to-skin pieces, insulation 
pieces, and sometimes soft shell, 
then your hardshell pieces come 
out to keep all the weather out— 
and therefore, your heat in. 

GORE-TEX® Performance Shell 
Fabric offers the ultimate in 
waterproof-breathable protection, 
with a highly durable face fabric—
making the Stormfront Jacket 
and Pant the ultimate in extreme 
weather protection.

GORE-TEX® Paclite® Shell is used 
in our lightest weight jacket and 
pant, the Stormfront Lite Series. 
GORE-TEX® Paclite® is highly 
waterproof and breathable, but 
now boasts stretch. you now have 
the lightest, most packable piece 
with full weather protection.   

SOLID COLORS
extreme Wet Weather
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TRAvERSE bEANIE
Stitched from the same fabric as the Traverse 
Zip-T and Bottoms, the Traverse Beanie is a 
great early season beanie or a perfect compli-
ment to a cold weather layering system. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• 4-way stretch 
• Ultra lightweight 
• Wind resistant 
• Wicks moisture 
away from skin

TECHNOLOGY: Anti-microbial 

treatment

FABRIC DETAILS: Super stretch 

polyester knit

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90002 

COLORS: Open Country, Forest, 

Ash

RETAIL CAmO: $20

RETAIL SOLID: $20

SITKA CAP (COTTON)
Whether it’s on a hunt or in more 
urban environments, you can always 
sport this Sitka cap! 

FABRIC DETAILS: 100% Cotton

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 90103

COLORS: Burnt Orange, Charcoal, mud

RETAIL: $20 

The easily overlooked head. 
Although the specific number  
is debated, it is a fact that high 
circulation of blood through our 
scalp creates a quicker heat 
exchange, and cools you faster, 
leaving you cold. 

SOLID COLORS
necessities

SITKA SUSPENDERS
An optional addition to the Mountain, Ascent, 
Timberline, and 90% pants these suspenders 
will not only hold up your britches, they will 
also outlast every suspender in your closet. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• Bra clip fastening 
system  
• Cam locks for easy 
adjustment in length  
• Rubber gripper

FABRIC DETAILS: Urethane 

elastic with rubber gripper 

SIZES: One size fits most 

STYLE: 90034 

COLORS: Black/Grey

RETAIL: $25

fOCUS!!

If you are constantly hiking your 
pants up or thinking about that  
annoying piece of gravel that 
worked its way into your boot, 
you’re not focused on the hunt. 
Sitka necessities help you keep 
your attention where it belongs. 

fLASH GAITER
The Flash Gaiter was built for the new 
breed of trail running shoe athletes 
covering miles in the high country, who 
are tired of twigs and scree getting 
underneath their pants and into their 
shoes. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Stretch woven 
nylon tube design 
• Eight inches in 
height  
• Highly durable

FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon 

Stretch Woven,

DWR treated

SIZES: One size fits most

STYLE: 90017

COLOR: Charcoal

RETAIL: $39

bOmbER bELT
The Bomber Belt is maybe the most solid 
and robust utility belt ever imagined.  
Designed to hold up far more than just 
your drawers, there is no reason why the 
Bomber Belt shouldn’t accompany every 
backcountry adventure. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Cast aluminum 
buckle 
• Extremely 
durable nylon

FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon

STYLE: 90141

COLORS: Charcoal

RETAIL: $25

SIZES: m-XL

SITKA GEAR SHIRT
All-around cool.

FABRIC: COTTON 

COLORS: mOCHA, ASH, BURNT ORANGE 

SIZES: m-3XL   

STYLE: 20002 

RETAIL LS: $30

RETAIL SS: $25

back
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mOUNTAIN GLOvE
A true work horse for the professional outdoorsman, 
the Mountain Glove is built on the proven performance 
of a highly abrasion resistant stretch woven face and 
lined with a quick wicking micro-grid liner. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• Wicking micro-grid 
liner 
• Leather palm  
• Detailed fit 

TECHNOLOGY: DWR, Nylon Stretch 

Woven Face

FABRIC DETAILS: Nylon Stretch 

Woven Face, leather palms, DWR

treatment

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90027

COLORS: Charcoal

RETAIL: $89

SHOOTER GLOvE
Designed around the needs of bow hunters and 
technical shooters, the Shooter Glove is form fitting 
and highly breathable with excellent finger dexterity, 
durability, and range of motion. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Articulated patterning 
• Spacer mesh backer 
• Form fitting

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90041 

COLORS: Dirt

RETAIL: $39

TALUS GLOvE
The Talus Glove is a solid, all around 
glove that shines in many conditions. 
Whether shooting your rifle, bow, or 
scrambling up scree fields, the Talus is 
set to be a cult favorite. 

KEy FEATURES: 
• Form fitting 
• Open mesh 
backer  
• Leather palm 
• Articulated 
pattering

SIZES: m-XL

STYLE: 90031

COLORS: Charcoal

RETAIL: $49

Underappreciated and overly 
neglected. How you take care of 
your hands can make or break a 
hunt. your hands are the most  
important tools you have, so 
protect them—give them the 
dexterity they need when it comes 
down to that moment of truth.

Sitka’s line of technical gloves 
give you a wide variety of op-
tions to keep you covered. your 
options range from an ultra 
lightweight system for high output 
and high heat conditions to the 
full-on storm system that you can 
couple a bomber outer glove with a 
lighter weight liner glove to shoot 
comfortably. 

SOLID COLORS
handwear GORE-TEx® mOUNTAIN GLOvE

Stemming from the Mountain Glove, 
but adding the breathable weather 
protection of a GORE-TEX® membrane, 
the GORE-TEX® Mountain Glove is an 
ideal solution for wet weather mountain 
hunting. 

KEy FEATURES:  
• Full gauntlet length 
• Micro grid liner 
• Leather palm 
• Waterproof/breathable

Technology: GORE-TEX®, DWR, Nylon 

Stretch Woven Face

Fabric Details: Sizes: m-XL

STYLE: 90050

SIZES: m-XL

COLORS: Charcoal

RETAIL: $119

photo: JeFF SpoSito
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CHARCOAL ASH BLACK BURNT ORANGE WOODSmOKE fOREST GREEN

COLORS &  
SIzING CHARTS

ThOSE ThAT KnOw.

Our focus has always been and 
always will be hunting. We’re 
not looking to crack into the 
backpacking, skiing or climbing 
markets. But the fact is, enough 
of the hardcore hunters who have 
used our systems for hunting 
are mountain athletes who have 
clamored for solids for off-season 
use. We’ve accommodated them.

GEAR SIZING SMALL MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE 2X-LARGE 3X-LARGE

CHEST 36–38" 39–41" 42–45" 46–49" 50-53" 54-57"

SLEEVE 33" 34" 35" 35 ½" 36" 36 ½"

WAIST 28-30" 31–33" 34–37" 38–41" 42–45" 46–49"

INSEAM REG. 31" 31" 32" 32" 32" 32"

INSEAM TALL 32" 33" 34" 34" 34" 34"

GLOVE SIZING MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE

CIRCUMFERENCE 8–8.5 9–9.5 9.5–10

LENGTH 7.5–8 8.5–9 9–9.5

HAT SIZING

STANDARD HAT SIZE 7 7 3/8 7 5/8 7 7/8

HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE 21" 22" 23" 25"
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SYSTEm bUILDER AT SITKAGEAR.COm bUILD THE 
PERfECT SYSTEm
The Sitka System Builder takes the think work out of compiling a gear system that 
meets the varying demands presented by both the individual hunt and the various 
hunting opportunities.   

1) hats
Measure ½” above the ears around 

the forehead. 

2) sleeve measure
Bend your elbow and put your hand 
on your hip. Measure from the 
center of the back of your neck, 
along the shoulder and down the 
elbow to the wrist bone.

3) chest size
Take measurement under armpits, 
around fullest part of chest and 
shoulder blades.

4) Waist size
Measure around where you normally 
wear your pants, keeping the tape 
measure a bit loose or putting one 
finger between your body and the 
tape measure.

5) inseam
In a standing position, measure from 
your crotch to where you want your 
pants to end, breaking at the top of 
the shoe in the front and just above 

the heel in the back. 
6) gloves
With hand partially closed, measure 
over the knuckles, around the hand, 
excluding the thumb.

HOW TO TAKE YOUR mEASUREmENTS
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Charred pineS Frame a burning September SunSet over the bitterroot 
national ForeSt in montana. photo: iSabel brinker

SITKA GEAR INC.
870 Napa valley Corporate Way Ste. N
Napa, California 94558
Phone: (877)-SITKAGR
FAX: (707) 253-1121
Info@SitkaGear.com 
www.SitkaGear.com

CUSTOmER SERvICE: 877-SITKAGR 

OUR WARRANTy: We stand behind every product we make. If you are unhappy with any of our products at the time you receive them, feel 
free to send them back. Damage due to wear and tear will be repaired at a reasonable cost. For more details, visit our website.

GORE-TEX, GUARANTEED TO KEEP yOU DRy, PACLITE, WINDSTOPPER, OPTIFADE & designs are trademarks of W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.


